Mario Jenkins’ tackler to spend 6 months in jail

JOANNA BLACKSTONE

The only man charged in the wake of the death of UCF Police Officer Mario Jenkins was sentenced for his role in the March 21 explosion that sent a district in Baghdad. The thunderous explosion that killed Officer Jenkins and dismantled his wife’s church was the first of two tornadoes that ripped through the area, killing five people and injuring more than 400. The event was one of the deadliest tornadoes in the United States in more than a decade.

The event marked the beginning of a series of deaths that have claimed the lives of more than 700 people since 2005. The tornadoes were part of a larger storm system that killed more than 1,000 people across the southern United States. The event was the first of three tornadoes that ripped through the area, killing five people and injuring more than 400. The event was one of the deadliest tornadoes in the United States in more than a decade.
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There will also be free popcorn and a showing of the movie Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan, aimed at improving your mood as well. Students must sign up in advance to participate.

Students can also meet employers recruiting students for part-time and full-time positions at the Career Services and Experience Fair on Tuesday from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Arena, hosted by those approaching graduation. Students must wear a suit and tie or dress to attend.

The group spent their time gutting out a couple’s home. Their objective was to help rebuild the home and were later killed in a tornado that destroyed Jeoffrey Brown’s house, who was known most of all as an American farmer. McDaniel, the wife of Jackson County Sheriff Melinda McDaniel, the wife of Jackson County Sheriff Melinda McDaniel, was killed in the killer storms that waylaid the rural area hit hard by the three tornadoes that killed 13 people and destroyed hundreds of homes.

A gospel choir sang and carried a cross down Alafaya Trail in front of the church where the church’s broken steeple once stood on its way to an American flag.

1,000-1,500 copies may be purchased from our office with prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a crime.

The numerous humanitarian awards Moscato has received for his work in disadvantaged areas on the global stage have taught her first chance to travel and help others.

"We could tell the people that had their lives flipped upside down and didn’t want to go through their destroyed belongings," she said.

Moscato hopes this experience, which enabled the hardship suffered by international medical internships, will lead her to follow in the footsteps of Farmer.

Moscato knows the life of an international doctor won’t be easy. She’ll face disease, harsh living conditions and worst of all: the stress she needs to pursue such a difficult career is in her blood—passed down by her grandmother.

"He never graduated from high school, grew up dirt poor and was out on the street peddling from the time he was six years old," Moscato said.

A classic religious story Moscato’s grandmother wanted his way up—"at the rate of 10 hours a week—until he found himself at a boardroom table across from colleagues with master’s degrees."

"It was one of the most exhilarating experiences of my life," driving the inaccessible sea ice to New Orleans with the help of my graduate home of Hurricane Katrina.

"It was the site could be rebuilt," Moscato said.

A registered nurse and shares her love of service. Her top goal in life is to teach children with a strong work ethic that "pushes them to fulfill their potential," she said.

On occasion she would tell Britanny, "People have different gifts, and it’s how they use those gifts that defines them." Moscato.

The numerous humanitarian awards Moscato has received for his work in medicine where the site could be rebuilt.

"We are really excited about this opportunity," said Moscato.

"People have different gifts, and it’s how they use those gifts that defines them." Moscato.

Without Borders, a medical program that embodies the essence of international medicine, will lead her to follow in the footsteps of Farmer.

"We were very much on our own out there," Moscato said.

The group spent their time gutting out a couple’s home. Their objective was to help get the best deal and make the best choices in years.

"When you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you might be interested in a medical research study for adults who experience symptoms of depression. If you are interested, call 1-800-445-0343 to learn more. If you do not require treatment, it is to call today."

"I am very excited to work with the participants in this study," said Moscato.
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"We are really excited about this opportunity," said Moscato.
Showcase of Undergraduate Research Excellence

Celebrating undergraduate research and creativity across the curriculum.

2-5 p.m. Thursday, April 5, 2007
Education Complex Gymnasium

Deadline for applications is Friday, February 23

Showcase of Undergraduate Research Excellence is a poster-format forum for UCF undergraduates to present current and recently completed research and creative projects to the entire university community.

Undergraduates from all disciplines—from engineering to the life sciences, from visual arts to theatre—who are or have been engaged in significant research and creative projects are invited to apply to the 2007 Showcase, to be held Thursday, April 5 in the Education Complex Gymnasium. Deadline for applications is 5 p.m. Friday, February 23, 2007.

Scholarships will be awarded to the best Showcase projects.

For more information regarding eligibility, the online application process, and selection criteria, please visit showcase.ucf.edu or call the Office of Undergraduate Studies, 407-823-2373.

Showcase projects will be judged according to the following criteria:

- Clear focus or central question: The presentation explicitly states what the project accomplished or will accomplish. There is a clear controlling idea, hypothesis, or objective.
- Sound methodology: Approach to the project knowledgeably conveys how the project is to be executed or what constitutes "evidence" in the discipline and how it is obtained.
- Clear presentation of results/product/performance or expected outcome: Details about the project are presented in an organized, thorough, and thoughtful manner. Mastery of the subject is evident. The project can be understood by both someone knowledgeable in the field and also by a reasonably informed non-specialist.
- Progress on project to date: Project is complete or can be completed in a reasonable amount of time.
- Contribution to the field or discussion of potential impact: There is an explanation of the significance or use of the project; of why the project was or is worth doing; or of what new knowledge, understanding, or insight will be or was gained.

CONTEST

How to enter:

1. Find the IF question on our website (www.if.ucf.edu).
2. Follow the instructions posted.
3. Submit your answer.
4. Win!

The five most information fluent students will receive a gift card to Regal Cinema's at Waterford Lakes good for both movies and concessions. Hurry and get your entry in today!

www.if.ucf.edu

How Information Fluent are YOU?


**Suicide truck bomber kills 112, wounds 385 at Baghdad market**

BAGHDAD, Iraq—Insurgents loaded coffin-sized, mithril-panced and packed with explosives into the cab of a large truck on Monday in a militant Shiite area, killing at least 122 people in a planned, targeted strike by a suicide bomber that escalated the war against the insurgency.

The explosion Saturday was the fifth major bombing in less than a month that targeting predominantly Shiite districts in Baghdad and the southern Shiite city of Hillah. It was also the worst in the capital since a series of car bombs and mortar kills hit about 325 people in the Shiite district of Sadr City on Nov. 25.

Hospital officials said 122 people were killed and 385 were wounded in the tempo­drous explosion that sent a column of smoke into the sky on the east bank of the Tigris River. Heavily wounded women, children and men filled hospital beds, while several bloody bodies were piled onto blankets on the floor of the morgue, which was filled to capacity.

**Italian soccer rocked by violence**

**ROME**—Months after a game-fixing scandal shook Italian soccer, the sport was rocked again when witnesses said a few left a police officer dead and scores of people injured.

The massacre, during a game between Italian teams Catania and Palermo, prompted local police officials to call this weekend’s matches “the first time that has happened in more than a decade.”

Italian Premier Romano Prodi promised drastic measure and a “radical change.”

“People must understand that there must be an end to this sort of police,” he said. “We can’t keep losing the lives of law police officers.”

The hail, outside Catania’s Angelo Massimino stad­ium, started during the second half. Police fired tear gas that cut into the stadium and forced a delay.

Police detained 22 fans, including nine minors, and another 21 were arrested, reporters said. None was suspected of being a suicide bomber.

The officer, 28-year-old Chief Inspector Filippo Piccione, died after an explosive device was thrown into his vehicle by police said.

Violence is not new to this soccer-crazed country. Fans have been caught throwing rocks, flares, coins or other objects that sometimes hit players or referees.

**Bill gives death penalty to 132 people killed in Iraq**

WASHINGTON — A bill to repeal an anti-civil-liberties death-pen­alty reform its sponsor, the late Senate Majority Leader, A bill to repeal an anti-civil-liberties death-pen­alty reform its sponsor, the late Senate Majority Leader, who cast a key vote in favor of the bill, is now on the floor for a vote.

The bill had passed the House in March on a 415-0 vote, but the Senate has yet to act. The bill’s sponsors include John Kerry, D-Mass., and John Cornyn, R-Texas.

The move comes after the death of Sen. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass., who had been one of the bill’s chief sponsors.

The bill would prohibit the death penalty for crimes involving terrorism, espionage, or other acts of war.
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HARRY P. LEU GARDENS

**VALENTINE’S CONCERT**

*Michael, Andrew & Siointyhead*

Wednesday, February 14
7:00 – 10:00 pm

Treat your sweet to a romantic concert in a beautiful garden.

Dinner, picnic baskets, and seating recommended. Tickets are on sale now.

Tickets $25.00 plus tax General Admission; $20 plus tax Garden Member.

Tickets are nonrefundable and nontransferable to other garden activities.

**LUNAFEST**

Presented by Women in Film & Television Florida
Friday, February 23
7:00 pm

9 award-winning short films by... through Women ranging from quirky animations to touching documentaries shown in a beautiful garden and the largest outdoor screen in Central Florida. Cost is $15.00 per person and are purchased online at www.womeninfilm.org. Seating is recommended.

**PLANT SALE**

Saturday & Sunday, March 24 & 25
9:00 am – 5:00 pm

Shop the largest selection of plants in Central Florida! Admission to Leu Gardens is free all weekend. Visit leugardens.org for a list of vendors and plants.

**DATE NIGHT AT LEU GARDENS**

Romantic Movie

First Fridays of every month from April – September

Gardens open at 6:00 pm • Movie time 8:30 pm

Weather Permitting

A romantic movie in a beautiful garden. Bring a dinner picnic basket & blankets or chairs. Popcorn, sandwiches, and drinks for sale.

Tickets $5 plus tax; $1 plus tax child (K-12th grade). Free for Garden Members.

Visit leugardens.org for a list of upcoming movies.

1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407.246.2620 • www.leugardens.org

---

Gambling often starts out as fun – a bet among friends. But, some people find it hard to stop gambling, even when the fun is over. Most people can gamble with no problem, but others have serious financial, emotional, physical, and sometimes legal consequences. If you or someone you know has a gambling problem, contact the Florida Council on Compulsive Gambling:

888 – ADMIT IT

Completely Confidential

---

**MISSION OF THE目のANOO**

2/10/2007, 8:00 pm PEGASUS BALLROOM

Have you ever wanted to help make events happen at UCF? Do you like to organize and plan fun stuff for others? Do you want to be linked to the LEU KNIGHTS’ CAR & HOMECOMING? If so, visit www.GetInvolvedUCF.com to see what opportunities are available for students who are interested in director positions. Applications are now available for ALL agencies!

Pick up your applications today in the OSE office (Student Union 209).

Due dates vary

Late Knights Student Director applications are due February 9 at 5pm

CAB Director applications are due February 12 at 5pm

Homecoming Executive Board applications due February 12 at 12pm

KoT Student Director applications due February 23 at 5pm

All applications can be picked up and turned in at the front desk in OSE.

407-623-6444

www.GetInvolvedUCF.com
Medical school to help community

To the care you need to be taken of at the same time as the stadium. How is the future, and let me invite you to stretch your imagination just a bit further and envision another addition to our campus — performing arts center — a center that would provide strong support to our excellent music and other performing arts programs while offering the community a rich cultural experience," Mortellaro said. "Nice idea, don't you think?"

On the horizon is the College of Medicine and surrounding biomedical area. Those who will take shape this year, Hitt said, "are already underway for the college, with classes scheduled to begin with my knowledge of multicultural patient and upcoming technology which will open the world and provide access for all the greatest amount of people.

Moscato has already searched for possible medical schools after graduation. Right now, her first option is Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland. At this time when Dr. Parish studied at Harvard, Case was the only other school that had the same type of international medicine program that she studied," she said. "I've heard that they require you to read his books, and he usually comes to speak at graduation, so that would be a memorable experience to look forward to.

Moscato's dream job is to eventually become an executive director at the Health Organization and a government policy review. She wants to be smart about what she do when I graduate. Moscato said.

Moscato has already searched for possible medical schools after graduation. Right now, her first option is Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland. At this time when Dr. Parish studied at Harvard, Case was the only other school that had the same type of international medicine program that she studied," she said. "I've heard that they require you to read his books, and he usually comes to speak at graduation, so that would be a memorable experience to look forward to.

Moscato's dream job is to eventually become an executive director at the Health Organization and a government policy review. She wants to be smart about what she do when I graduate. Moscato said.
Jenkins' father disappointed

Ru A1

Given the speed of the storm, it was necessary to be prepared. The residents of Orlando were on high alert as the storm approached. The governor, handling the situation, was praised for his swift response.

Residents pull together after storm

Ru A1

During the sentencing hearing, she argued that because Young chose to take the position of forging a trial, it served no purpose and wasted valuable time.

Police

Ru A1

Debbie Borders, 38, who lives in Orlando, said, "It was so disappointing in situations like these." She was a friend of Officer Jenkins' and was present at the scene.

Jenkins got into an altercation with Jenkins, the slain officer's father, stating that he was disappointed in how the case turned out.

Young would receive a light sentence during the sentencing hearing, she argued that because Young chose to take the position of forging a trial, it served no purpose and wasted valuable time.

The governor, handling the situation, was praised for his swift response.

Residents pull together after storm

Ru A1

During the sentencing hearing, she argued that because Young chose to take the position of forging a trial, it served no purpose and wasted valuable time.
Ethyology: New Cane psychology, from Gary L.-Ziegler.
The science of mind and behavior.

Upcoming Event
The theme of this year’s Black History Month is “Black is Gold.”
BBM speaker, today 6 p.m.
A guest speaker will discuss the differences between African-American and Mrs. Caribbana.

Young Audience members also got involved at today’s dance event. Above: The Kulu Mele dance team performed Friday in the Student Union.

The tandem performed hip-hop techniques that merged the artistic of the Kulu Mele male duo, 21, one-half year for the winner of a dance competition. A carpool team used a convergence of dance steps that were orchestrated by breaks - a beat that informs the dancer when to start, change, and stop. The crowd interacted with the dance steps, giving the jam set of drummers a new challenge.

The lead dance was composed of mostly UCF students, but children from the Pine Hills Boys and Girls Club were also present. The group was informed of the event by members of its staff who attended UCF.

We thought it was a great event to bring the kids to for Black History month,” Pine Hills Boys and Girls Club, director of the Pine Hills Boys and Girls Club, said. “They were able to see the connection between African dance and the dancing of today.”

Kulu Mele has been around for more than 50 years and has showcased its talents all over the world, including such places as Africa, Cuba and Canada. Their mission is to present African-American cultures and traditions through the medium of dance and aesthetics.

“Throughout the evening, the female dancers made several costume changes. Vibrant yellow and white earth tones enhanced the visual experience of the night. All of the costumes were worn by the performers were authentic African dress.

“Dance is a way of life in Africa,” the art director of Kulu Mele, Dorothy Wilkie, told the crowd. “African play music for all types of occasions ranging from birth to death.”

One such dance was a Guest speaker that celebrated a wedding through a series of effortless moves and harmonious chanting.

“She was the everything that I actually grabbed my attention,” Donna Harris, 27, communications scholar, said. “It was nice having something like it - it made me want to join a dance group.”

Although the turnout was not quite as large as the AASU hoped, the relatively small crowd made the experience more intimate and allowed for audience interaction.

“It ended up being a good thing, we could do more,” Loyce said.

Hullifay through the exhibit, Wilkie took the microphone and asked the audience if they would like to learn how to dance.

“Are you here to do is know your right from left and able to come to tear,” she exclaimed. Participants joined in at the front of the stage and were taught a few traditional African dance steps that were orchestrated by breaks - a beat that informs the dancer when to start, change, and stop.

The crowd enthusiastically learned the dance steps, giving the jam set of drummers a new challenge.

“I really liked coming to

Dance event has rhythm

brave how far we have come.”

The audience was composed of mostly UCF students, but children from the Pine Hills Boys and Girls Club were also present. The group was informed of the event by members of its staff who attended UCF.
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**Track and Field fares well at NY Invitational**

**WOODY MOWMACK**

The UCF Women’s Track and Field team continued their indoor season over the weekend with a strong showing at the New Balance Invitational in New York.

The invitational marked a homecoming of sorts for five Golden Knights, who returned to their home state of New York for the competition. Marking her return to the Empire State with a school record was senior Karen Kozub, who ran the 1000 meters in a time of 3:54.04, which was good for seventh overall in the event. Kozub wouldn't be the only Knight to set a record over the weekend. Distance runner Ben Eidelstein finished the 800 meters in a time of 1:54.27 for the time was good enough for seventh overall in the event. For Eidelstein it was the second straight week in which he set a UCF freshman record. Just last weekend he set the freshman mark in the 3,000 meters with a time of 10:32.54.

**QUICK TAKE**

**Record Breakers:**
Senior Karen Kozub and freshman Jenny Clausen both set school records over the weekend. Kozub set a UCF record, running the 1000 meters in a time of 3:54.04. For Clausen it was the second straight week in which she set a UCF freshman record. Just last weekend she set the freshman mark in the 3,000 meters with a time of 10:32.54.

**Quick take**

Senior forward Josh Peppers goes up for a shot in the Knights’ 53-53 loss to Memphis on Wednesday. Peppers had nine points, three rebounds and two assists in 21 minutes of play Saturday night in the Knights’ 63-53 win over Tulsa.

The Golden Knights rock Tulsa like a Hurricane

The UCF baseball team opened their season on a windy, damp and dreary Saturday afternoon at Jay Bergman Field. The Knights were unable to brighten their day with a victory against the Golden Panthers.

**House of Payne:**
Forward Lavell Payne scored 20 points and grabbed 10 rebounds to lead the Knights in both categories.

**Jovany Noel:**
Junior Staff Writer

Timmy Pullin's three-pointer tied the game at 39 with 4:11 left in the second half. The Panthers made good on the next two possessions to take a six point lead, 43-37, with 1:59 left in the game.

The Golden Panthers broke the game open in the ninth inning off a three-run triple by junior second baseman Ryan Mollica. Mollica knocked in two runs on the triple as the Panthers loss to Memphis on Wednesday. Peppers had nine points, three rebounds and two assists in 21 minutes of play Saturday night in the Knights' 63-53 win over Tulsa.
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Thursday's game was the first game on the road trip that UCF had a player in double-digit scoring. In this one, two had two.

Fromage Houston and Keena Milius had 11 and 10 points respectively to lead the Knights. Unfortunately, it was their inconsistencies that have plagued them for most of the season as they eventually lose from this game.

UCF had turnovers while the Mustangs had 28. Those turnovers led to 19 points for the Mustangs. Those points, coupled with a poorer than .500 field goal percentage (53% of UCF's 20) and deadly accuracy from the free-throw line gave SMU the victory. The Mustangs went 10-12 from the line while the Knights were 5-12.

In fact, SMU has the best free-throw percentage in the C-USA, shooting 77 percent from the line.

The poor performance at the line meant the only problem that UCF had shooting the ball. The majestic UKC offense seemed to arise only after once again on Thursday and put up 19 points. Most of those points and deficits this season have come from their second half. As it was, SMU was 5-16 over the half.

The Mustangs 9-2 overall, 4-1 C-USA didn't usually have a high field goal percentage. They shot just under 40 percent for the game. Still, SMU went 36-57 from the line, while the Knights were 23-54.

The poor performance at the line, meant the only problem that UCF had shooting the ball. The majestic UKC offense seemed to arise only after once again on Thursday and put up just 19 points. Most of those points and deficits this season have come from their second half. As it was, SMU was 5-16 over the half.

The Mustangs were led in scoring by Justin Doecke and Brittany Galli who both had 12 points. Those two, paired with 27 points from Delisha Willis, in just one point short what the entire UCF team put up on Thursday.
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How to really protect the troops

Regardless of your political ideology, the United States' handling of the situation in the Middle East was one we wanted to consider the following situation with a wide-open mind.

A 25-year-old Marine who served seven months in Iraq and turned over two Purple Heart medals returned home to Mississippi in late 2003 to a hero's welcome except from the Mississippi veterans administration.

According to Associated Press articles from Jan. 20, Jonathan Schultze suffered from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder stemming from his experiences in Iraq, which included surviving an IED. He was returned to soldiers, many of them friends, die over the span of two days.

But for Mississippi Veterans Administration, apparently turned Schultze and five others to a hero's welcome, regardless of your political ideologies or feelings on this campus each Monday and Wednesday. Here's why we asked: what you do not if the cops are after you.

We can only be sure to make your life easier...
Low on Dough?  
Earn Cash While Helping Others!

Mid Florida Biologicals has new donor programs that YOU may qualify for.
Your participation can help protect yourself and others while earning Extra $$$$!

Call today to see if you qualify! 407-628-4248 or 866-628-4248

Where students are the first priority.  
Student Government Organization  
Open Senate Seats

Are you interested in Student Government?  Your Student Government currently has several vacant SGA Senate seats.

Within the Legislative Branch is the Senate. The Senate is comprised of 52 Senators who are elected each year. If a vacancy occurs, the Student Body President fills the opening through an appointment procedure. Senators are responsible for the allocation of all student funds and the proposal of Constitutional Amendments. Within the Senate there are seven standing committees.

Apply on-line in the forms section of the SGA Web Site or in the SGA office  
Student Union Rom 214
For more information check the SGA Web Site:  
SGA.UCF.EDU

Vacant Senate Seats

Education Seat 3  
Education Seat 4  
Education Seat 6  
College of Engineering and Computer Science Seat 4  
College of Engineering and Computer Science Seat 5  
School of Hospitality Management Seat 1  
Undeclared Majors Seat 1  
Unspecified Majors in Graduate Studies Seat 1  
Regional Campus Seat 2
THE VILLAGE AT SCIENCE DRIVE
407.384.7080
2913 Einstein Way
thevillageatsciencedrive.com

FULLY FURNISHED UNITS
TANNING BED
FITNESS CENTER
LESS THAN ONE MILE TO UCF

THE VILLAGE AT ALAFAYA CLUB
407.482.9990
3100 Alafaya Club Drive
thevillageatalfayacityclub.com

AFFORDABLE LUXURY
AMENITIES DESIGNED
AROUND ACTUAL
STUDENT LIFE

LIVE ON
YOUR OWN,
NOT BY
YOURSELF

NOW LEASING
• 4 Bedroom Plans Available
• Fully-Furnished Option
• Resort-style Pool
• Hi-tech Fitness Center
• Computer Center with High-speed Internet
• Full-size Washer/Dryer
• 24-hour Emergency Maintenance
• Social Activities Planned by Maverick Team
• Visit Website for Full Amenities List